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The ‘SArnies’ Results are in!

(see page 7)
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Paul Ackroyd, Emma Sweeney and Steve Williams in
BLT’s February 2015 production of The Elephant Man.

BLT Chair

F

or the
past
two months,
our theatre
has continued to
throb with
activity.
On one
evening a
few weeks
ago, there
were three main house shows and one
bar show all rehearsing at the same time!
This involved one of those groups taking
advantage of Ferrari’s Restaurant’s very
generous offer of making use of their function room free of charge, on an ad hoc basis.
A Chorus of Disapproval was a very popular
production and as the preview night was
to raise money for the Mayor of Bromley’s
charity, it meant that we were delighted to
welcome him back to BLT for the evening.
Our March ‘In The Bar’ show, Harper Regan,
was a mesmerising and memorable production and precisely the kind of play that
benefits from the ‘up close and personal’
atmosphere of the BLT bar. At the time of
writing, I am immersed in the final rehearsals of Compleat Female Stage Beauty and my
next letter should be able to bring you news
of how we fared in the Bromley Theatre
Guild and Kent Drama Association Festivals.

We offer opportunities for charities to raise
money by donating all the tickets for the
Thursday night of a main house show to a
charity for them to sell to their supporters.
We have a number of organisations which
book a slot every year and we try to give
priority to either local charities or to those
which have some particular connection
with the theatre or its members. If you
are involved with a charity and would like
to participate in this scheme or require
further information, then please do get in
touch with me.
As many of you know, we run our own
awards ceremony, the Sarnies (as in Bacon,
Lettuce and Tomato = BLT?). In the BLT
Sarnies Awards for 2014, the top main
house show voted for by you, the members,
was My Boy Jack, a very moving production
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Key Contacts
and a fitting winner for the year of the
100th anniversary of the outbreak of the
First World War. If you didn’t vote this
year, then please do look out for the voting
forms in Spotlights at the beginning of
2016 and, as you come to our shows this
year, make a note about whom you’d like to
vote for in the various categories.
We are very happy to confirm that our July
production of The Pitmen Painters will be
performed at Hever Castle this summer at
their Festival Theatre. Our performances
of Anne Boleyn there last year were a near
sell-out, so do book your tickets ASAP if
you’d like to see Pauline Armour’s production on the big outdoor stage at Hever.
You can purchase your tickets online at
www.heverfestival-tickets.co.uk and the
playing dates are Thursday 13th, Friday
14th and Saturday 15th August 2015 at
8pm, plus a matinée show at 2.30pm on
the Friday. If you don’t want to travel that
far, you can, of course, see it at BLT in July.
Or why not see it twice?

A few weeks ago, I went for the first time
to The Sam Wanamaker Playhouse at
the Globe. If you haven’t yet visited this
beautiful, little building which recreates a
17th-century indoor theatre, I’d encourage you to do so. Lit entirely by candles,
either held by the actors or fixed in large,
height-adjustable chandeliers, it provides
an intimate and very exciting acting space.
You can smell the candle wax and see
every detail of expression on the actors’
faces as one is immersed in the drama.
The production I saw, The Broken Heart, a
revenge tragedy by John Ford, also allowed
us to hear the dripping of blood flowing
from an opened artery! I feel that one of
the great strengths of BLT is the intimacy of
the experience (usually without the gore)
and one I know our audience members
appreciate. For the price of a cinema ticket
(or less) you can see live theatre within
a few feet of the stage, a privilege usually
only available at so many London venues
to those with deep pockets. Do spread the
word about BLT and bring friends to our
productions. It’s a pretty special place. •
- Jane Buckland
(janeb@bromleylittletheatre.org)

COVER:
Jessica-Ann Jenner, Andy Washbrook and
Tony Jenner in BLT’s March 2015 production of
A Chorus Of Disapproval
Photo: Dan Sands
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Diary
Dates
2015

Fri 15 – Sat 23 May 2015 at 7.45pm

The Rise And Fall
Of Little Voice
by Jim Cartwright

Directed by Wayne Sheridan
Sun 17 May 2015

Auditions

2pm: Yes, Prime Minister
4pm: Invincible

Thu 4 Jun 2015 at 8.00pm

Playgoers’ AGM
Fri 12 – Sat 20 Jun 2015 at 7.45pm

Daisy Pulls It Off
by Denise Deegan

Directed by Jessica-Ann Jenner
Fri 10 - Sat 18 Jul 2015 at 7.45pm

The Pitmen Painters
by Lee Hall

Directed by Pauline Armour
Fri 11 - Sat 19 Sep 2015 at 7.45pm

Yes, Prime Minister
by Antony Jay & Jonathan Lynn

In The Bar

Directed by Paul Campion

Thu 24 - Sun 27 Sep 2015 at 7.45pm

Invincible
by Torben Betts

Directed by Nikki Packham

Fri 9 - Sat 17 Oct 2015 at 7.45pm

To Kill A Mockingbird
by Harper Lee. Adapted by Christopher Sergel
Directed by Andy Solts

Dwn
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perf
Fri 6 - Sat 14 Nov 2015 at 7.45pm

show
or new
f
e
it
s
Directed by Kyle
webCluett
Check
by Moira Buffini

Fri 4 - Sat 12 Dec 2015 at 7.45pm

The Ladykillers
by Graham Linehan

Directed by Mike Savill
Except for In The Bar shows,
there are no performances on a Sunday.
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Noticeboard
Latest News
The BLT Playgoers’ Club
Annual General Meeting
Thursday 4 June 2015 at 8.00pm
AGENDA

1. Apologies for absence

2. Minutes of the AGM of 28 July 2014
3. Matters arising from the minutes
4. Chairman’s report

5. Treasurer’s report

6. Bar Treasurer’s report

7. Membership Secretary’s report

8. Election of committee
(nominations to reach the Secretary by
Thursday 21 May 2015)
9. Any other business

NOMINATIONS
Members may nominate themselves
or other members for election to the
Committee. Nominees must indicate their
willingness to stand if nominated by others
and be supported by another member if
nominated by themselves. Nominations are
invited from as broad a cross section of the
membership as possible. Please send your
nomination to Ruth Jarvis at the theatre or
ruthj@bromleylittletheatre.org •

Clear-up day:
Saturday 22 August 2015

As in previous years, we intend to take the
opportunity of our ‘dark’ month in August,
to do some much-needed clearing out at
the theatre. As those of you who have
taken part in past years know, it is quite
an enjoyable day, with a real feeling of
satisfaction of making the place look tidier
for the next year.

Further details will be in the next Spotlights, but please put the date in your diary.
If anybody would like to volunteer to help
organise, or has particular ideas on which
parts of the theatre could do with a special
focus, then please contact Paul Ackroyd:
boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org •

Back to Hever Castle 2015
Following on the heels of our near sell-out
production of Anne Boleyn at the 2014
Hever Castle Festival Theatre, we are
delighted to have been invited back there
this year with our July production of The
Pitmen Painters. The dates are Thursday
13 August, Friday 14 August (matinée
and evening) and Saturday August 15.

Checkout the Hever Castle Festival Theatre
website: www.heverfestival.co.uk/plays.php
for booking information. •

Never mind the Oscars!
Last year, you may remember that BLT
won 21 awards across two drama festivals
- the Bromley Theatre Guild, and the Kent
Drama Festival. This year we are entering our production of Compleat Female
Stage Beauty and our adjudication nights
are 22 April (KDA) and 23 April (BTG).
The KDA Awards Evening will be held on
13 June at the Memorial Hall in Bearsted
and the BTG awards presentation evening
will be held towards the end of May (date
TBC) at Theatre 62 in West Wickham. •

Members’ mailbox

You hear all our news with every issue of
Spotlights. Now we would like to hear from
you - your thoughts on BLT, any interesting
news, suggestions or constructive criticisms. We would like to publish one or two
letters in each issue, but we do reserve the
right to select appropriate items and to edit
if necessary.
Please do write to us – either email:
update@bromleylittletheatre.org or by post
to Pat Jones, Bromley Little Theatre, North
Street, Bromley BR1 1SB.

Noticeboard
Audience attendance �igures for 2014 (main house)
Jan

Boeing Boeing

Feb

The Thrill Of Love

Mar

The Importance Of Being Earnest

Apr

Clybourne Park

May

Of�ice Suite

Jun

Julius Caesar

Jul

The Cripple Of Inishmaan

Sep

My Boy Jack

Oct

RolePlay

Nov

Collaborators

Dec

Great Expectations
0%

The deadline for copy is always the Saturday nearest 14th of the month, ie 13 June,
14 August, 10 October and 13 December
for the rest of this year.
We look forward to hearing from you. •

Help needed backstage!
We are very short of people who can help
backstage in ensuring the smooth running
of our productions. Skilled and unskilled
alike are always needed. Training will be
given to anyone who is new to the job.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stage Managers
Assistant Stage Managers (ASM)
Rehearsal prompts
Set designers
Set builders
Lighting designers
Sound designers
Sound/lighting operators

Full details can be found on the BLT
website: www.bromleylittletheatre.org
If you feel you would like to join our
BLT backstage family, please contact
Pat Jones: patj@bromleylittletheatre.org
Come and discover your hidden talents –
we would love to hear from you! •
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Bromley Little Theatre?

B

romley Little Theatre produces 11 plays a year and prints 300 programmes for
each one of its very popular shows. Spotlights is its house magazine and is issued
bimonthly – 6 times a year to our 800+ members.
Your full-colour ad placed in all 11 programmes means 3,300 chances of getting your
message across to potential clients in a year and will be seen by 4,800+ in Spotlights.
You can use your own artwork – or we maybe can design something for you.
Email Pat Jones: patj@bromleylittletheatre.org for details.
COST

PROGRAMME:
½ A5 page for whole year (11 programmes): £250

SPOTLIGHTS:
½ A4 page: £100 per issue or £500 for whole year (6 issues)
Artwork charge: from £25

Spotlights deadline

The deadline for all reviews, previews and
notices for the July Spotlights (#51) is:
13 June 2015. No exceptions! •

North Street, Bromley BR1 1SB • www.bromleylittletheatre.org


Review

The

Elephant
Man
M

any years ago, the film of The Elephant
Man made a deep impact on this
young cineaste. That ending still moistens
the eyes now. Mawkish or otherwise,
there is an emotional resonance to the
story of the life of John (Joseph) Merrick
that was difficult to shake off in terms of
colouring one’s expectations of Bernard
Pomerance’s theatrical telling of the tale.
It is true testament to director Tony Jenner,
then, that his version strode boldly from
any preconceptions of the film, leaving
David Lynch’s masterpiece as more of an
afterthought, come the end of the night.
On a stylised set with broad, ominous
doorways that took us from the squalid
nooks of London to Belgium and to Merrick’s sanctuary in the London Hospital,
this was a play that had an element of the
carnivalesque about it, posing questions to
its audience about the distinction between
voyeurism and entertainment. This challenge was established from the off in a
lecture given by Fredrick Treves accompanied by images of the real Merrick, while
Kyle Cluett, the play’s Joseph, shifted and
contorted his body in sync to the descriptions given by Treves. Performed naked,
this shift from actor to character was a
marvellous coup de théâtre, and very much
set out the themes of the piece, no doubt
causing a degree of discomfort to some in
the audience while doing so.
Once in role, Cluett offered another of
those wholly engaging, committed performances that have characterised his recent work. The portrayal of such an iconic
historical figure needed to be measured to
avoid slipping into caricature or, indeed,
downright offence, but Kyle’s performance
was sensitive, engaging and charged with
appropriate pathos, all achieved while
working his body into seemingly impossible shapes and contortions to suggest
Merrick’s physique.

Fredrick Treves, the celebrated London
surgeon, is no simplistic character – one has
to ask questions about his own intentions.
Is he any better than the ‘carnies’ flaunting
Merrick’s disabilities in the world of the
freak show? Although dressed up in civility
with voyeurs of an altogether higher social
class (including even Princess Alexandra),
the principle is the same, is it not?



Steve Williams’ portrayal of Treves ably reflected this multi-layered, complex individual, at once benevolent yet troubled of conscience. With his usual powerful presence,
he proved a lynchpin around which much of
the action took place, and adeptly directed
the audience’s opinions to the paradox of

his relationship with Merrick – as benevolent saviour or upper-class showman?

Layers were added to this debate through
the presence of Carr Gomm, Chair of the
London Hospital, and of Bishop Walsham
How, who further developed the theological/evolutionary argument. Paul Ackroyd
and Dennis Packham handled the characters with customary assuredness and a
conviction that left me engaged with both
sides of the weighty conundrum.

In the midst of this philosophical and
scientific debate, a significant footnote
of humanity is provided by Mrs Kendal,
played strikingly by Emma Sweeney. An
actress, Kendal is employed by Treves to
feign ‘human’ responses to Merrick, in a
scene of great power and emotional truth.
Emma’s portrayal was nigh-on perfect:
controlled, assured but demonstrating a
fragility beneath it all – a deftly balanced
and compelling performance. Hers was
a character that also required some
nudity, but this was a scene handled
with a sensitivity and brilliance
by both herself and Cluett that
took it far from the lascivious.
Pomerance’s London is
a world of Victorian
grotesques, ably
portrayed by a confident
supporting cast. Tom
Dignum provided a
marvellous Ross, the
freak show proprietor
extraordinaire, with
flowing mane and vicious
physicality, a vociferous
contrast to his previous
BLT appearance as
Stepan in Collaborators.
The ever watchable
Robert Dilks as Lord
John was another
compelling cameo,
whose uppercrust sensitivities
and presence
delighted
whenever he
appeared, and
stalwarts Peter
Yolland and James
Riley both offered
their ever-reliable
commitment and
characterisation in
solid backing roles.
Although they also
played other characters, I was particularly

February 2015

drawn to the performances by Hazal Han,
Charis Anna Beyer and Dot Pullen as the
trio of ‘pinheads’ (as described in the
script), a seemingly twisted reworking
of the Three Fates, victims of lobotomies,
emptily staring and offering a beautifully
ghastly vaudevillian song that embodied
the very nature of freak shows.

Tony Jenner’s pitch was perfect. The pace
was measured and the use of space, lighting and music – a wonderful, warped fairground ditty being most prominent – was
assured and atmospheric. There was no
doubt, come the end of the show, that this
piece had left a unique emotional mark, different but no less striking than the film.
Pomerance’s script is the foundation of
that impact, but the sensitivity and skill
from cast and crew alike was the key to
this.

I understand some chap called Bradley
Cooper is appearing in this play soon, but
to be honest, I’m not sure I would bother. •
- Mike Savill

Photography: Phil Cairns
(http://philcairns.zenfolio.com)

Kyle Cluett in BLT’s
February 2015 show
The Elephant Man

Previews

Sarnies results
The

Sarnies
Awards

Fri 15 – Sat 23 May 2015 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 17)

Fri 12 – Sat 20 Jun 2015 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 14)

The Rise And
Fall Of Little
Voice

Daisy Pulls It Off

2014

Outstanding Contribution : Pat Jones
Unsung Hero : Jessica-Ann Jenner

Lifetime Achievement : Nikki Packham
Favourite Production : My Boy Jack

Favourite Director : Pauline Armour
(Clybourne Park)
Leading Actor : Paul Campion
(Stalin, Collaborators)

Leading Actress : Hilary Cordery
(Bev/Cathy, Clybourne Park)

Actor in a supporting role : Kyle Cluett
(Guardsman Bowe, My Boy Jack)
Actress in a Supporting Role :
Debbie Griffiths (Mrs Joe/Biddy/
Wemmick, Great Expectations)

Actor in a Smaller Role : Paul Ackroyd
(Major Sparks, My Boy Jack)

Actress in a Smaller Role :
Jessica-Ann Jenner (Actor, Collaborators)
Female Newcomer : Maxine Edwards
(Francine/Lena, Clybourne Park)
Male Newcomer : Piers Newman
(All male roles, Two)
Favourite Bar Show : Two

Actor in a Bar Show : Piers Newman
(All male roles, Two)

Actress in a Bar Show : Debbie Griffiths
(All female roles, Two)
Actor/actress under 21 : Jack Evans
(Bartly, The Cripple Of Inishmaan)

Favourite Set : Tony Jenner (My Boy Jack)
Favourite Costume : Kerstin Beard &
Emma Kerby-Evans (My Boy Jack)

Favourite Props and Set Dressing :
Jessica-Ann Jenner & Daphne Matthews
(My Boy Jack)
Favourite Lighting : Dave Armour &
Howard Binysh (Great Expectations)
Favourite Sound : Colin Adams
(My Boy Jack)

For full details of runners-up, visit:
www.bromleylittletheatre.org •

by Jim Cartwright

Directed by Wayne Sheridan

L

ast performed at BLT 15 years ago,
our May production is a revival of Jim
Cartwright’s acclaimed dark comedy, The
Rise And Fall Of Little Voice. It won both
the 1992 Evening Standard Best Comedy
Award and the 1993 Olivier Award for Best
Comedy.
In an age where it seems that everyone
craves their 15 minutes of fame, Cartwright’s play looks at a more reluctant
talent. Young LV – so-called because of her
meek ‘Little Voice’ – takes comfort in the
songs of Piaf, Streisand and Bassey and
escapes her humdrum existence by losing
herself in a more exotic world. But can
she discover her own path and escape the
clutches of those who just want to use her
talent for their own ends?
An exciting revival for BLT – come and
enjoy a night of music, humour and heart
-warming fun.
CAST:

LV : Bethan Boxall

Mari Hoff : Julie Binysh

Ray Say : Richard Kinderman
Billy : Phil Cairns

Sadie : Roxana Graves

Mr Boo/Phone Chap : Keith Dunn •

by Denise Deegan

Directed by Jessica-Ann Jenner

A

n Olivier Award-winning comedy, Daisy
Pulls It Off was revived in the West End
in 2002 and received 4 star reviews, showing that ripping good yarns are constant
winners! It’s an absolutely ripping send-up
of the classic ‘jolly hockey sticks’ schoolgirl novel, much-loved by readers of Enid
Blyton’s Malory Towers series, or The Four
Marys from the now-defunct Bunty comic.

Daisy Meredith is the first ever scholarship
girl at Grangewood School for Young Ladies. Can she overcome her poor upbringing, outwit the school bullies, master the
rules of hockey and find the lost treasure of
Grangewood? There’s only one way to find
out – and it’s going to be “simply spiffing”!
Jessica-Ann Jenner directs a cast of new and
familiar faces in this side-splittingly funny
spoof, complete with live hockey, long-lost
treasure and rather ridiculous accents!
CAST:

Daisy Meredith : Ami Williamson
Trixie Martin : Hazal Han
Monica Smithers : Jaimi Keemer
Sybil Burlington : Charis Anna Beyer
Belinda Mathieson : Rebecca Pitt
Dora Johnson : Jessica Vautier
Winnie Irving : Rosie Rutherford
Second Former : Payal Muquesh
Clare Beaumont : Jane Lobb
Alice Fitzpatrick : Ruth Jarvis
Miss Gibson : Emma Kerby-Evans
Miss Granville : Karen O’Neill
Mr Scoblowski : Felix Catto
Mademoiselle/Mother : tbc
Mr Thompson : Mike Savill/Steve Wiliams •

TO BOOK: Visit: www.TicketSource.co.uk/BromleyLittle • Email: BoxOffice@BromleyLittleTheatre.org • Tel: 0333 666 3366

AUDITION NOTICE

Yes, Prime Minister
by Antony Jay & Jonathan Lynn
Directed by Paul Campion

the status quo for the country in general
and the Civil Service in particular. A master
of obfuscation, he uses long-winded technical jargon, both to baffle Jim and obscure
the relevant issues. (Large role)
Bernard Woolley – Age 30-50. Jim’s Principal Private Secretary, whose loyalties are
split between Jim and his boss, Sir Humphrey. Although amiable and mild-mannered, his well-meaning pedantry infuriates both of them. (Large Role)

Claire Sutton – aged 40-65. A former
university lecturer now Head of the Policy
Unit and Jim’s special adviser. Tough, businesslike and wise to all Humphrey’s tricks.
(Large Role)

The Ambassador of Kumranistan – aged
30–60. A smooth but slippery career politician with no morals, determined to get his
own way. (Smaller role)

Performance dates:
Thu 10–Sat 19 September 2015 at
7.45pm (no show Sun 13)
Audition dates:
17 May 2015 at 2.00pm

T

he classic BBC satirical comedy made a
triumphant return to the West End in
2011 with this new and highly topical stage
version, created by the original writers
Anthony Jay and Jonathan Lynn.
The UK is in crisis: debt is spiralling, unemployment rising and the fragile coalition
– led by Prime Minister Jim Hacker – is at
breaking point. Salvation may be at hand in
the shape of a complex pipeline deal with
the oil-rich country of Kumranistan. But
when the Kumranistan Foreign Secretary
makes a shocking request in return for signing the deal, moral considerations collide
with the economic future of the nation. Jim
and his team frantically try to save the situation through political machinations, media
manipulation and even an appeal for divine
intervention. Is the comedy as funny and
sharp as the original? Yes, Prime Minister!
CHARACTERS:
Please note: I am not looking for impersonations of the original TV cast. Rather,
I’m looking for actors who can capture the
essence of these characters.

The Rt Hon. James (Jim) Hacker – aged
40-65. The Prime Minister. Constantly
torn between trying to appear statesmanlike and needing to save his own political
skin, Jim blunders through yet somehow
survives, pursuing his ‘grand design’ and
honing his diplomatic skills – all of which
gets him into terrible trouble. (Large role)



Sir Humphrey Appleby – Aged 40-65.
The quintessential smooth-talking Whitehall mandarin, committed to maintaining

Jeremy Burnham – Aged 40-65. Director General of the BBC. Principled, but
treading the line between defending the
corporation’s independence and staying on
the right side of those who hold the purse
strings. (Smaller role)
Simon(e) Chester – aged 30-50. A sharp
BBC political interviewer. Could be played
as either male or female. (Smaller role)

Please try to read the script before auditioning. You will find a short extract on
the Samuel French website or contact the
director, Paul Campion on 07768 600 419
or at paulcampion1@gmail.com for a copy.

“Left me crying with laughter…achieves those
blissful peaks of great farce when it becomes
physically impossible to stop laughing”
– Charles Spencer, Daily Telegraph •

AUDITION NOTICE | ‘In The Bar’

Invincible
by Torben Betts

Directed by Nikki Packham

Auditions

Review

Performance dates:
Thu 24-Sun 27 September 2015 at
7.45pm

Review

A Chorus Of Disapproval
March 2015

Audition date:
17 May 2015 at 4.00pm

T

he recession is biting hard, so Emily
and Oliver have decided to downsize and shift their middle-class London
lifestyle to a small town in the north. They
want to live, work and raise their two
young children in a friendly community,
among what Emily terms ‘real people’,
away from the cold anonymity of the city.
So these left-leaning, well-educated
people have invited over two of their new
neighbours in an attempt to break the ice.
Tonight, Alan and Dawn are to be offered
olives, anchovies and are to be introduced
to Karl Marx and abstract art.

As classes and outlooks collide, the scene is
set for a meeting which will have consequences as hilarious as they are tragic.
CHARACTERS:

THE SOUTHERNERS:
Emily : Passionate about the state of the
world, not afraid to state her views. Seems
to care more for the planet than for the
state of her marriage, but she has a fragility
about her in spite of the rhetoric.
Oliver : Public school, anxious to please,
often bewildered by his wife’s tirades, but
finally the worm turns!

THE NORTHERNERS:
Dawn : On the surface, a woman dedicated
to short dresses and unsuitable shoes.
She is bored with her marriage, wants to
better herself and is overwhelmed with
worry about her son.
Alan : Appears to be the typical beer swilling, football fan with nothing between the
ears, but his heart is in the right place and
he loves his wife to bits.
All playing ages: mid-30s to mid-40s.
These are four exceptional parts for actors
wanting to experience a whole range of
emotions.

For further information, please contact
Nikki Packham: packham-in@tiscali.co.uk
or 07752 210244.
“If you liked Abigail’s Party, you’ll almost
certainly relish Torben Betts’s astute new
play… a vibrant combination of a play of
ideas and a comedy of bad manners.”
- Kate Bassett, The Times

“Torben Betts is one of the most exciting
theatre writing talents I have come across in
many a year.” - Alan Ayckbourn •
Please note: BLT’s auditions are
open to all, but if you are chosen for a
part, YOU MUST BECOME A MEMBER
BEFORE YOUR FIRST REHEARSAL.
The same goes for all backstage crew
and anybody who wishes to use the
theatre’s facilities.

Freya Finnerty, Jan Greenhough, Ruth Makepeace, Emma Kerby-Evans, Ami Williamson in BLT’s March production of A Chorus Of Disapproval

A

pparently, A Chorus Of Disapproval was
the first play Alan Ayckbourn wrote on
a word processor, and it seems appropriate
that this very 1980s play, first performed
at the National Theatre in 1984, should be
created using such an 80s piece of technology. For although both were regarded as
state of the art at the time, they seem like
period pieces now.

For me, although I know that others will disagree, the problem is that when Ayckbourn
first emerged, his comedies of the middle
classes and their foibles were cuttingedge, and their effectiveness relied on the
audience’s recognition of those characters.
But times have changed, and Ayckbourn’s
trademark furrow has since been ploughed
by other writers with a more contemporary
style, leaving the Bard of Scarborough’s
output looking somewhat dated.
A Chorus Of Disapproval tells the tale of
widower Guy Jones, who joins the Pendon
Amateur Light Operatic Society (PALOS)
in search of a fresh start. The trouble is
that Guy has a complete inability to say no.
Thus, in keeping with the familiar Ayckbourn theme of havoc being caused by the
well-meaning innocent, he finds himself
having affairs with two women in the cast,
including the director’s wife. Not only that,
he is also falsely believed to have insider
knowledge of a lucrative land deal, causing
him to be gradually elevated from one-line
bit-player to the lead role in the society’s
latest production.
The show in question is John Gay’s The
Beggar’s Opera, and Ayckbourn matches
Guy’s adventures with Gay’s plot, presenting us with a neat parallel of the amateur

operatic society, crawling with modern
suburban versions of the twisters, shysters
and adulterers presented by Gay.

In many ways, Guy has to act as a kind of
straight-man to the more extreme characters around him, and Richard Toynton
turns in a suitably subtle, well-judged
performance. By contrast, PALOS’ exasperatedly emotional Welsh director Dafydd ap
Llewellyn is all bluster and bumptiousness,
energetically brought to life by BLT newcomer Mark Jamieson. Despite all his brio,
we soon find out that Dafydd is actually
escaping his real life by throwing himself
into a theatrical one. The scene in which he
pours out his true feelings, only to find that
the Tannoy system has been left switched
on, is classic Ayckbourn, at once hilarious
and tragic.

These two are the mainstays of the piece,
but there were several other enjoyable
characterisations, stand-outs being Ami
Williamson’s cool, sardonic Bridget, battling
(literally at one point) with her love rival
Linda (a punky, sulky Jess Jenner); Richard
Gissing making a welcome return to BLT
as suburban sleazeball Ian Hubbard; Jan
Greenhough as Rebecca Huntley-Pike, enhancing her already considerable canon of
fine performances; and John Turnbull, making a memorable BLT debut as her Yorkshire
know-all husband Jarvis, alongside another
welcome debutante, Ruth Makepeace, hitting all the right notes as Hannah, Dafydd’s
frustrated and neglected wife.
But most enjoyable was Freya Finnerty’s
sex-mad Fay, who, in the play’s best
scene, attempts to seduce Guy into a spot
of ‘swinging’. Here, Ayckbourn skilfully

orchestrates the dialogue so that, while
she talks of sex, Guy thinks she’s discussing
food. The results are really (veal-ly?) funny.
Unfortunately, such laughs appeared far
too sporadically in the rest of the play,
partly due to my earlier comment about
melding comedy and tragedy. In Ayckbourn’s best work, you feel like you’re
having your heart broken while you’re
laughing. Unfortunately, the characters in A
Chorus Of Disapproval are a little too ‘stock’
for us to care much about them. This is not
a criticism of the cast, of course, nor indeed
of director Kay O’Dea, whose stage design
made effective use of just a simple rostrum
on an otherwise empty stage to navigate the
frequent changes of scene.

Likewise, the meticulous costume design by
Karen O’Neill and Roxanna Grave was faultless, with the Beggar’s Opera outfits being
ever so slightly dodgy, as befits an amateur
operatic society. I particularly enjoyed Ted
Washbrook’s insistence on sporting his
1980s specs while wearing full 18th-century garb. And the music, courtesy of Stevie
Hughes’ recorded piano, worked very well,
although some of the singing was a little
below par, or at least it was on the night I
was there.

Ultimately, cast, crew and director are to
be congratulated for doing very well with a
play that is, sadly, now past its sell-by date.
I just wish Mr Ayckbourn had worked a little harder with his word processor. •
– Paul Campion
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Harper Regan
T

he little bit I’d read about Harper Regan
suggested to me that it might just be a
kind of Shirley Valentine goes to Stockport.
The reality of Harper is much darker with
fewer quips than Shirley. It’s not afraid to dig
into the seedy, underbelly of everyday life.
The premise is simple: Harper is an everyday working mum. She gets some bad news
and has to return home to attend to her ill
father and goes and returns having learned
some interesting life lessons. Oh – did I
mention her husband is a registered sex
offender? That she’s stalking a young boy
and decides to glass a guy in the throat?
The play opens as Harper (Hilary Cordery)
is trying to arrange time off from work.
Her creepy boss, Elwood Barnes (Phil Cohen) is being blunt and refusing to give her
the time off. This scene seemed completely
out of keeping with the rest of the play
and told us very little about Harper, save
for some minor exposition that could have
been picked up later on. Phil played the
odious Elwood with a sinister menace that
was unsettling. However, it became apparent very quickly that this dramatic
effect was merely the result of searching
for lines. A poor scene to start the play.

The subsequent scenes all fell into place
nicely and helped me to understand that
this was not only a play set to explore
ordinary life but also to show just how
much chaos and inner turmoil can be going
on behind the scenes. Harper’s family were
a warm and loving unit on the surface but
between mother, father and daughter there
were tensions. Seth Regan (Mike Savill)
was initially a likeable guy, yet when I
found out about his past, I began to tear the
man apart in my mind. Then, when these
allegations are thrown into doubt, there’s
a want for this vile taint not to be true of
someone so likeable. Rebecca Riddlestone
shone as Sarah Regan, a feisty and intelligent young woman with wisdom beyond
her years. A fantastically realistic portrait
of a modern teen. It’s a testament to both
Mike and Rebecca’s performances that,
even when they were off the stage, I was
contemplating how Harper’s actions would
affect them.
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Harper’s somewhat estranged mother Alison (Lesley Robins), initially came across
as a delicate and sympathetic old lady,
yet she delivered a brilliantly impressive
medley of empathy, tenacity and sympathy,
sometimes all at once. As she challenged
Harper on her understanding of her father’s
actions, I was moved nearly to tears.

Assisting Alison’s new husband was Martin
Ashton (Daniel Ryan), a victim of a major
head injury. It’s difficult to play any kind
of mentally-impaired character with utter
conviction and I found this portrait questionable. Simply just smiling and waving
does not constitute the physicality of the
mentally challenged and could have been
portrayed more sensitively. I was shocked
by this, particularly considering that I
knew Dan was capable of so much better.
He also potrayed Tobias Rich, a young boy
whom Harper befriends but in this, he was
an absolute triumph. Delicate, emotional
and torn by conflict, he gave a genuinely
moving performance. I’m left wondering
whose decision it was to take these two
characters in such opposite directions.

In the hospital, nurse Justine Rose (Kamila
Gorecka) was a sympathetic shoulder for
Harper to cry on. This could have so easily
been another throw away scene yet Kamila
gave an assured and comforting performance
that led me to wish the NHS had more girls
like Justine.

Seeking comfort in a bar, Harper is pestered
by sleazy newspaper hound Mickey Nestor (Joe Dominic), and he soon steers the
conversation in the direction of a bunk-up.
Having played several onstage bastards
myself, I know how hard it can be to give
such a character some saving grace, but Joe
did it expertly, making me laugh, loathe and
finally love, when he got his comeuppance.
Rounding out the cast was the director
himself, David Griffiths, as James Fortune, a
man with whom Harper has sought out on
the internet to have a fling with. In contrast
to the previous scene, this moves from being all about sex to something more tender.

David nicely showed James’ guilt at what
he was doing, and yet the comfort in the
many times he had.

Harper must then return home to account
for herself. It’s suggested that the play is
winding to a nice ‘tied ribbon’ finale but is
left on a somewhat ambiguous note with
many questions still unanswered. Why was
Harper following Tobias? Was Seth actually guilty? Do they get the happy ending
they hope for? Now that Harper is truthful
about her life, can everyone speak plainly
and stop evading their issues? These are
questions only Harper can answer and
through Hilary’s performance, you are
left with a feeling that she now has the
strength to do so. Hilary’s portrayal of
Harper was a roller-coaster of emotions
and guises, whether it was holding back
her contempt for her boss, comforting her
daughter or getting into an verbal smackdown with her mother, I felt every moment
of her performance and, as she tumbled
down the rabbit hole, I found it hard to take
my eyes off her. I was so convinced that at
one point she was crying right beside me
(ahh – the beauty of ‘In The Bar’) and
I wanted to reach out and give her a hug.
I’ve seen Hilary bring her ‘A’ game but this
was ‘A+’. In lesser hands, Harper could have
ended up as an unsympathetic cow, but as
Hilary takes her through her journey, you
can see the chips and knocks of every previous scene in her performance.

Robin Ferguson and Mark Jamieson
in BLT’s March 2015 production of
A Chorus Of Disapproval

And yet the play: while having great moments, there are sections of it that seemed
pointless, which only speaks volumes for
the stellar work the cast and crew have
done with it. There were muddled messages
and too much was left up to the audience to
fill in. David Griffiths has done a superb job
getting the action moving, keeping things
as together as possible and making what,
on paper, was an uninspiring play into
a cohesive vision. A few quibbles on the
technical front such as a few shadows, the
audience not realising the play was over
and, considering the size of the cast, some
epically long set changes. However, sound
and lighting tightened up these issues with
Ashleigh Bushnell and Riki Ramkissoon
being on the ball and judging timing nicely.
A huge well done to David and his team.
It was wonderful to see something tonally
different in the bar and it’s certainly a
reminder that BLT should always keep
pushing the envelope. •
– Wayne Sheridan
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Kyle Cluett and Tom Dignum in BLT’s
February 2015 production of
The Elephant Man

Dot Pullen in BLT’s February 2015 production of The Elephant Man

Richard Gissing, Jessica-Ann Jenner, Ami Williamson, Andy Washbrook, Robin Ferguson,
Rich Toynton, Jan Greenhough, John Turnbull, Tony Jenner, Emma Kerby-Evans,
Ruth Makepeace and Freya Finnerty in BLT’s March 2015 production of A Chorus Of Disapproval

